Introduction
Electromagnetic fully relativistic particle-in-cell codes are a powerful tool for modeling and designing components of high power microwave sources and accelerator systems. This paper reviews the principles and properties of numerical simulation codes as applied to problems of microwave generation. The important aspects which can be treated with such codes are, improved representation of microwave circuits in complicated geometries, proper treatment of nonlinear particle wave interaction in the body of a device, inclusion of self-consistent self-field effects, and treatment of surface properties such as emission, secondary particles, and surface breakdown. Examples of application of two- and three-dimensional codes to specific devices such as gyrotrons, magnetrons, and klystrons is presented. The information obtained from large numerical simulation codes provides both detailed insight into source physics as well as the basis for improved design technology.

A numerical simulation is in many respects analogous to a laboratory experiment. For even the simplest of devices there is a large number of parameters that may be varied but the practical number of simulations which can be performed is limited and the original design must in some sense be approximately correct. This is usually accomplished by either extrapolation from existing designs or theoretical analysis. In the exploration of an initial design a numerical simulation has several advantages over an experiment. The diagnostics available are comprehensive, nondestructive, direct, and can provide detailed microscopic view of the physical processes which could at best be inferred experimentally. Additionally, the cost associated with changing parameters in a code, such as the shape of a cavity in a circuit structure, is negligible and can be performed rapidly when contrasted with the same situation in an experiment.

There are of course disadvantages with using simulations as a primary tool in the design process. The most obvious are constraints on numerical techniques and the consequences for accuracy and resolution in approaching "real world" problems. Less obvious, and perhaps more dangerous, is the question of completeness. Every code is modeled with physical approximations which preclude successful simulation of a particular problem. This necessitates a choice of architecture for the numerical software which permits addition of new physics packages and allows for ease of code maintenance. Finally, to be successful, the process of code construction should be coupled to systematic code validation against experimental data.

During the last decade a number of two- and three-dimensional codes have been constructed and have proceeded in an evolutionary fashion to improve the quality and sophistication of microwave device simulation. These codes include: COBRA and IVORY built by Brendan Godfrey of MRC; MAGIC and SOS constructed by Bruce Goplen of MRC; MASK and ARGUS which were built at SAIC. The two-dimensional versions (CCUBE, MAGIC, and MASK) have been used extensively and there is a considerable base of experience which includes many successful results. The increase in the speed and availability of large computers now performing numerical simulations now makes it possible to contemplate the use of three-dimensional simulation codes (IVORY, SOS, and ARGUS) on a routine basis. Expected improvements in algorithms and multiprocessor systems may bring the costs associated with large simulations down to the point where they are a commonplace design tool.

In writing this paper we have not attempted to review what others have done in the short space allotted but have instead concentrated on the work we have been involved in during the last few years. A description of simulation codes and their underlying basis is presented in the following section and is followed by a number of examples and a brief discussion.

Numerical Simulation Techniques
The traditional modeling of microwave devices has been done with codes of reduced dimensionality or approximate physics. In many situations this is highly appropriate and effective. For microwave tubes where the electron beam is tenuous it is often sufficient to perform particle orbit calculations in prescribed electromagnetic fields which are determined by the geometry of the device. As the beam strength increases the interaction may modify the frequency of the device and a.c. field pattern. This kind of calculation can usually be done with weak perturbation theory. At higher beam strengths self-field effects become important and are included either through the single wave approximation or the introduction of some affected parameter in modeling the circuit response. For high power devices, however, these kind of approximations fail because phenomena such as the beam of a tube includes strong self-field effects, multiple waves, and a multitude of nonlinear processes which are not obviously approximated.

The Plasma Physics community has produced a number of what are called particle-in-cell codes which model electron and ion dynamics using relativistic equations of motion coupled to self consistent description of static or electromagnetic fields (1-5). The remarkable feature of these codes is that they have permitted the users to model problems which are intractable analytically, highly nonlinear, and for which it is difficult to determine the importance of physical processes experimentally. To begin with the codes modeled simple geometries and simple processes. Over time the sophistication and numerical fidelity of the codes has improved considerably so that complicated geometries, chemistry, particle interaction with surrounding structures and emission processes can be modeled. We have been involved in the construction of two codes MASK (6) and ARGUS (7) and will describe the components of these codes and the philosophy behind them. The first of these MASK is a two-dimensional model designed for initial value problems. The second is a three-dimensional model that is really a collection of codes with a common architecture and is intended as a general purposes package.
The first ingredient of both MASK and ARGUS is particle integration which in a discrete form treats particle orbits. The equations are

\[ \frac{dU}{dt} = \frac{q}{m} (E + \gamma x B) \cdot (v U + e x U) \] (1)

\[ \frac{dx}{dt} = v \] (2)

where \( x \) is the particle position, \( U = \gamma v \). \( \gamma \) is the relativistic factor, \( v \) is a stopping factor for interaction with materials, and \( e \) corresponds to elastic scattering. The terms for the field quantities are interpolated from a mesh to particle positions to get an accurate representation of forces affecting the particle dynamics. A typical mesh is shown in Figure 1 for the two-dimensional case. The interparticle forces in this kind of model are determined from a global solution of the field equations using averaged particle quantities such as currents or charge density as sources. The particle contributions to the source terms are in turn determined by the location of particles relative to nearby mesh points through an inverse interpolation scheme. The set of equations for the fields can consist of the static solution of Poisson's Equation

\[ \nabla \cdot E = \rho / \varepsilon \] (3)

\[ \nabla \times B = \mu_0 \mathcal{J} \] (4)

on the discrete grid. For the electromagnetic case the full set of Maxwell's equations is solved in discrete form

\[ \frac{\partial B}{\partial t} = -\nabla \times E \] (5)

\[ \frac{\partial D}{\partial t} = \nabla \times B - \mathcal{J} - \sigma E \] (6)

where \( B = \mu_0 \mathcal{H} \), \( D = \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon \), and \( \sigma \) is the background conductivity.

The simulation codes can operate in two distinct modes as depicted in Figures 2 and 3. For the static case particles (electrons or ions) are launched into a known geometric configuration with an approximate field solution. While the orbits are integrated for test particles their contribution to the current and charge density is calculated, this contribution is used as a source in the field calculation which now contains self-fields. This process is repeated until a convergence criteria is met. The assumption here is that a steady state exists. This method has been successfully used for gun design, beam transport, and electrostatic acceleration. The major new improvement has been the ability to efficiently handle three-dimensional situations as with the ARGUS code.

For the dynamic case self consistency is imposed by the choice of a sufficiently small time step. For a typical large problem tens of thousands of particle orbits are advanced forward in time by a step using the interpolated fields from the previous step. The new source terms are found, the field equations are also advanced by a timestep and the cycle is repeated again leading to a self-consistent dynamical evolution of the system as depicted in Fig. 3.

The particle "pusher" and field solvers in these two codes really account for a small fraction of code written, probably less than 10%. The bulk of the coding is actually concerned with:

- input of problem definition
- diagnostics of various kinds
- graphics
- system calls
- data handling
- auxiliary physics packages
The auxiliary packages contain information on particle creating, by emission, injection, production of secondaries and ionization. They also deal with superposition and interaction with external fields due to coils, charged surfaces, and cavities not in the simulation region. Treatment of particle backscattering from walls, finite conductivity of surrounding materials, and resistivity of background gas is included. Problems involving ionization or chemistry, as in gas switches for example, are considered.

In transitioning from two to three-dimensional codes the emphasis on understanding of computer science becomes much more important. The volume of data increases dramatically and it is difficult to fit problems in the main memory of even large computers such as a CRAY with 2-4 million words available. A large part of ARCUS, accordingly, is devoted to efficient I/O transfer of data on and off the disc. Problem size then becomes limited by budget and disc space available. Because one cannot expect every user to become computer scientists, great care has been taken to make this activity transparent to the user who interfaces with the code through simple input procedures.

Examples

The MASK and ARCUS codes have been tried on over 50 different problems. These have included microwave devices, diodes, beam-plasma interaction, nonlinear wave propagation, and simulation of diagnostic instruments. We have selected a number of applications to illustrate the utility of these codes for microwave device design. The first set of problems considered is just the calculation of circuit parameter in a given geometry. The understanding of electromagnetic wave properties for complicated circuits usually consumes a tremendous amount of time theoretically, numerically, and experimentally because the first two approaches are considered inaccurate and unreliable. Without particle dynamics the electromagnetic codes described in this paper can perform circuit parameter calculations exceedingly well and cost effectively. The geometry and boundary conditions for a given circuit are defined. A point disturbance is initiated in one of the field components and allowed to propagate through the circuit. By saving data at other test locations and fourier analyzing it in time the eigenfrequencies of a circuit can be found. This is true because the initial disturbance is formally a $\delta$ function in space and time and consists of all the eigenfunctions in the structure. By examining the spectrum and then driving antennas at the resonant frequency the mode patterns can be determined. An example of this is shown in Fig. 4. The figure shows the frequency spectrum from a numerical cold test of a folded waveguide with a beam hole. The calculation was performed with ARGUS and compared well to experimental data for the same structure. The figure also shows the mode pattern for the magnetic field projected on the midsection of the structure. This is a fully three dimensional case for which there is no comparable method for determining its properties in such detail. In a similar study we examined the elimination of competing modes in a gyrotron cavity by the introduction of lateral slits. The MASK code was used to determine the shifts in the frequency spectrum as a function of slit size and the Q's of the unwanted modes. The desired pattern for the $TE_{11}$ mode are shown in Fig. 5. The mode patterns were found by excitation at the resonant frequency.

![Fig. 4 Spectral analysis of cold testing and driver mode pattern for a folded waveguide with a drift space.](image-url)
High power gyroklysters are currently being considered as possible sources for higher frequency accelerators. In modeling these it usually suffices to deal with TE modes only. At the higher powers however self-space charge effects become important and the selection of mode and beam parameters is restricted by limiting current considerations. We are currently investigating these effects in a study to design a 300MW gyroklyster with efficiency exceeding 50%. The contours in Fig. 7 show the self fields from a 200 Amp, 500 V beam which will be used in a preliminary 300MW experiment at the University of Maryland. We have found that in this case the self space charge effects have negligible effect on device operation. The figure also shows the eigenmode pattern of the azimuthal electric field projected on the (R,Z) plane. The mode is quite strongly altered by the presence of the beam drift tube. This effect is important for calculation of start oscillation conditions.

Finally, we have included the results from a cross field FEL simulation (9). In this case a large orbit beam circulates around the core of a coaxial cavity due to the presence of an axial magnetic field. A transverse wiggler field is used to induce an interaction. The results in Fig. 8 show that two wiggler periods in a 120° sector interact with the circulating beam yielding upshifted radiation at shorter wavelengths as in a FEL. The figure shows both the phase space and mode patterns when the instability that leads to radiation is in its linear phase.
The examples shown in this section while not explored fully we hope convey the large variety of problems which are amenable to simulation techniques. Doubtlessly further improvements will need to be made to codes of this type but even at the present time they have the ability to effectively simulate what are extremely difficult interaction problems. Unlike previous models the simulations are self-consistent and include, complete wave dynamics, self electric and magnetic fields, dynamic nonharmonic wave generation, proper geometry, and effects of externally applied fields.
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